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Right as Kai was wondering what to do, Evangeline landed in front of the spider beast in 
white clothing like an angel. The spider beast, already in a state of berserk, instantly 
tried to assault Evangeline with its sharp claws. 

Instead of dodging or running away, she stared at the beast calmly and started 
chanting. Her voice sounded angelic and soothing, capable of calming even the most 
manic in a very short amount of time. 

mind The creature’s claws froze as it gazed at her. After Evangeline finished her 
chanting, she patted the beast’s head. 

Even though she was standing so close to the spider beast, it didn’t attack her and even 
allowed her to pat it. 

She turned to Kai, who was still lying on the beast’s body, and suggested, “You should 
retrieve your sword from its mouth, Mr. Chance.” 

He stared at her, astounded. “If I remove the sword, it may swallow you.” 

It was then Flaxseed raised his head and yelled excitedly, “It won’t because this is an 
ancient beast-taming technique! How marvelous!” 

Kai was puzzled because he had no idea what beast-taming technique was, but he 
chose to trust Evangeline and removed Dragonslayer Sword from the spider beast’s 
mouth. 

As she continued to pat the spider beast’s head, a light enveloped the creature, causing 
it to shrink until it was only the size of a thumb. 

Naturally, Kai was stunned when he saw that. She grabbed a bottle, put the spider 
beast inside, and stuffed it into her pocket. 

Meanwhile, Flaxseed approached her while gazing at her with excitement and respect. 
“Can you teach me this ancient beast-taming technique?” 

Upon glancing at him, Evangeline shook her head. “I can’t.” He was slightly displeased 
to receive that answer. “Hey, I was the one who saved you.” 

“It’s not that I don’t want to teach you. It’s simply because you can’t learn it. Only those 
with pure hearts can learn the beast-taming technique. I’m the holy maiden of Lunarius 
Palace, which is why I can learn it. On the contrary, your mind is filled with lust, so you 
cannot.” 



Her words elicited an embarrassed blush on Flaxseed’s countenance. 

“Haha, it’s fine if I can’t learn it. The beast- trapping charm I have isn’t any worse than 
the beast-taming technique.” He was saying that to ease the awkwardness he was 
experiencing. 

“Since you have that beast-trapping charm, why didn’t you use that earlier, Mr. 
Flaxseed? almost died!” Kai shot a glare at him. 

“Are you kidding me? You’re the son of a dragon and Golden Dragon’s True Form. 
There’s no way you’ll die, even if you are swallowed by that demon beast” “All right, 
that’s enough. Stop flattering me.” 

Kai then turned to Evangeline. “Can you teach me the beast-taming technique, 
Evangeline? If I can subdue a heavenly demon beast one day, I’ll be invincible!” 

Rolling her eyes at him, she spoke candidly. “Keep on dreaming. The beast-taming 
technique may be powerful, but it is only effective if the demon beast’s strength is less 
than or equal to the user’s power level. So, it’s impossible for you to tame a heavenly 
demon beast.” 

He was first taken aback before he asked with confusion, “But this spider beast is more 
powerful than a Greater Martial Arts Marquis. How did you tame it?” 

I know her strength is restricted right now, so she’s only as powerful as a Greater 
Martial Arts Marquis. How did she subdue a demon beast mightier than a Greater 
Martial Arts Marquis? “Because this spider beast is only about as powerful as a 
beginner-phase Greater Martial Arts Marquis.” 
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“No, that’s absolutely impossible. I was almost eaten by the spider beast. Are you 
saying I can’t even defeat a demon beast as powerful as a beginner-phase Greater 
Martial Arts Marquis?” Kai couldn’t believe he failed to defeat a demon beast of that 
caliber when his strength was equal to Third Level Greater Martial Arts Marquis. 

Evangeline smiled. “Every demon beast has their own strengths and weaknesses. This 
spider beast has an exceptionally tough defense, yet you chose to fight against it head- 
on. If you had attacked its tail when it was spitting threads instead, you could’ve killed it 
easily 

That revelation rendered Kai speechless. Indeed, I didn’t bother to learn the demon 
beasts’ features. I guess I’ll need to hit the books in the future. Staring at the collapsed 
cave, he suddenly recalled the people that were turned into human chrysalises. 



Fury and murderous intent blazed in his heart as he uttered with gritted teeth, “I’ll make 
sure those sons of a b*tch pay the price! I won’t forget you, Elysium Sect.” 

An icy look swirled in his eyes. “Let’s go!” Flaxseed called out to Kai. In response, Kai 
nodded before all three of them prepared to leave. Meanwhile, a car was speeding on a 
path in the jungle. 

Kazuo and a middle-aged man with a mustache were sitting inside the vehicle. “I’ll be 
counting on you, Mr. Sakata,” said Kazuo politely. 

The middle-aged man was the Soul Searching Master Kazuo invited from Jetroina, 
Masamura Sakata. While Masamura wasn’t particularly powerful, his Soul Searching 
Technique was adroit, to say the least. 

“No need to speak so highly of me, Mr. Kawaguchi. I also want to see what a soul from 
thousands of years ago looks like,” Masamura replied with a grin. 

After Kazuo parked the car, they began trekking into the forest. However, the moment 
Kazuo stepped into the jungle, his expression changed. 

“This is bad! Someone had been here!” Frowning, he hastily bolted toward his camp. 
Masamura followed closely behind him. 

Meanwhile, just as Kai and the other two were about to leave, they sensed an extremely 
dangerous presence heading their way. In a blink of an eye, Kai captured Kazuo’s 
familiar aura “Kazuo’s here. We need to leave quickly.” As he spoke, he changed the 
direction of their course. Instead of heading outside of the forest, he opted to journey 
deeper into the woods. 

When Kazuo arrived at the secret base with Masamura, he was dumbfounded as he 
stared at the corpses strewn across the ground, the collapsed mountain, and the 
destroyed base. 

“Motherf*cker!” Kazuo howled lividly. Then he briefly closed his eyes and tried to sense 
any aura nearby. Upon opening his eyes, he informed, “They’re ahead of us! Let’s 
chase after them!” 

Furiously, Kazuo pursued Kai and the others. No matter how far Kai and the others ran, 
Kazuo wouldn’t halt his pursuit. 

“Take Evangeline and run in another direction, Mr. Flaxseed. I’ll lure Kazuo away,” Kai 
instructed. Worried, Flaxseed asked, “Are you going to be okay by yourself, Kai? Kazuo 
doesn’t seem weak at all.” 

“He’s right. Kazuo is immensely powerful. He’s about as strong as an advanced-phase 
Greater Martial Arts Marquis. Even I’m not his opponent,” Evangeline chimed in. 



“It’s fine. I can run faster. As long as he can’t catch up to me, I’ll be okay. If we don’t do 
this, he’ll get us all eventually,” assured Kai. If the three of us stick together, he’ll reach 
us sooner or later. None of us will be able to escape when he does. As long as 
Flaxseed and Evangeline are safe, I’ll be able to escape with my speed. 

“Okay. Be careful, then. We’ll meet up in the city outside the forest.” Upon ending his 
sentence, Flaxseed fled in another direction with Evangeline. 
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“Wait a minute.” Evangeline pulled out the bottle from her pocket and handed it to Kai. 
“If you run into danger, the spider beast can help you ward off your enemy.” 

She then told Kai the spell to activate it before leaving with Flaxseed. After pocketing 
the bottle, Kai released his aura deliberately and ran in the opposite direction. Kazuo 
and Masamura were chasing after Kai and finally caught up to him on a hill. “I knew it!” 

Kazuo glared at Kai as a murderous intent burned in his gaze. He had sensed the aura 
belonging to Kai a while ago. Kai had killed Jun and destroyed their base, so Kazuo 
wouldn’t let him off easily. 

“Kazuo, how dare you Jetroinians set up a secret base in our country and harm our 
people by feeding them to demon beast? I shall take your life today to avenge those 
who you killed!” Kai roared angrily. 

Kazuo burst out laughing arrogantly. “Don’t you find yourself funny? Do you seriously 
think you can kill me?” 

He obviously thought Kai wasn’t his match. “Why don’t we give it a try and find out?” 

Kai activated his Golem Body just in time to defend himself against the aggressive 
attack. His entire being emitted a golden light as scales covered his body. 

At the same time, Kai held the bottle, prepared to release the spider beast. The spider 
beast would be able to hold Kazuo back, allowing him to flee the scene. 

Kai wasn’t foolish enough to fight against Kazuo for real. After all, he wasn’t capable 
enough and was also outnumbered in this situation. 

“Ha! Insolent fool!” Kazuo scoffed in disdain. Right after he said that, his aura increased 
as he reached out to attack Kai. 

Before he could launch his attack, Masamura stopped him. “Mr. Kawaguchi, don’t kill 
him. His spirit is too strong. We’ll gain another expert if 



we can extract his spirit and control it.” Hearing that, Kazuo nodded and retracted his 
aura. “Go ahead, Mr. Sakata,” he said. 

“Mr. Kawaguchi, just you wait.” Masamura nodded. He strode toward Kai and sneered, 
“Brat, if you play along, you won’t have to suffer from excruciating pain. Do you 
understand?” 

Kai scoffed at Masamura, who appeared to be weaker than him. “What makes you think 
you can capture me? You must really be delusional to believe you can do it in your 
current state,” he said mockingly “Brat, stop being stubborn. You shall find out how 
capable I am shortly after,” Masamura declared proudly. 

Suddenly, clouds of black mist rose from Masamura’s body. They formed a black 
shadow and enveloped Kai’s body. Once the black shadow came into contact with Kai’s 
skin, it entered his body instantly. 

Kai stiffened, and his gaze instantly became blank. A smile nudged Masamura’s lips 
when he spotted Kai’s reaction. Kazuo was pleasantly surprised as he praised, “Mr. 
Sakata, your Soul Searching Technique is getting stronger by the day!” 

Masamura burst out laughing. “Mr. Kawaguchi, you flatter me. It isn’t that special.” 

Soon, clouds of black mist rose from Kai’s body. The black shadow slowly left his body. 
bringing out a figure around half a meter tall with it. 

That figure was none other than Kai’s spirit. Masamura and Kazuo’s laughter turned 
louder when they saw Kai’s soul leaving his body. They could barely contain their 
delight. 

Right after Kai’s spirit left his body, it suddenly glowed brightly and turned into a little 
golden statue. Both Masamura and Kazuo were stunned by the sight. 

 


